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Abstract— Eye Blinking may cause many unusual activities 

to take place which leads to critical situation to arise. This 

condition can be overcome by this system. The project plays 

a vital role in Life saving of Drivers during Night as well as 

day also. The Sensors are used to process the various action 

Detection during Driving. Alert alarm sounds are applied for 

waking of driver from asleep. This system is widely used for 

daily applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The driver's performance is often lowered by the long-term, 

monotonous or nighttime driving. Drowsiness leads to a 

number of accidents, collisions, injuries [1]. In order to 

avoid this an effective system should be developed. There 

are many techniques developed to monitor drowsiness 

including eye blinking[2]and head nodding[3]. EEG is the 

electric potential  produced by brain  which is an highly 

effective indicator for assessing vigilance states. In this 

paper a wireless and wearable EEG system is developed for 

evaluating the driver vigilance[4]. Related studies in recent 

decades have demonstrated that EEG i.e. brain activity can 

be easily measured[5]-[8].  

II. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Eye Blink Tracking 

The main idea behind this project is to develop a non-

intrusive system which can detect fatigue of the driver and 

issue a timely warning. Since a large number of road 

accidents occur due to the driver drowsiness, this system 

will be helpful in preventing many accidents, and 

consequently save money and reduce personal suffering. 

This system will monitor the driver’s eyes using camera and 

by developing an algorithm we can detect symptoms of 

driver fatigue early enough to avoid accident. So this project 

will be helpful in detecting driver fatigue in advance and 

will give warning in the  form of sound and seat belt 

vibration whose frequency will vary between 100 to 300 Hz. 

Moreover the warning will be deactivated manually rather 

than automatically. So for this purpose a deactivation switch 

will be used to deactivate warning. Moreover if driver feels 

drowsy there is possibility of sudden acceleration or 

deceleration hence we can judge this by plotting a graph in 

time domain and when all the three input variables shows a 

possibility of fatigue at one moment then a warning signal is 

given in form of text or red color circle. This will directly 

give an indication of drowsiness/fatigue which can be 

further used as record of driver's performance. 

A. Eye Blink Sensor: 

The camera consists of eye blink  sensor which is applied 

for continuous monitoring  of  eye. when  the eye is closed 

for a period of 3-5 seconds  the sensor itself triggers by 

alerting sound to driver. It is placed exactly opposite to the 

driver just above the steering wheel. 

B. Alcohol Sensor: 

The alcohol consumed  by the driver can be easily detected 

by this sensor and it stops the engine  to prevent the accident 

to occur. It is placed to the right of the driver. 

C. MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical System) Sensor: 

This sensor is applied to monitor the Brain Signal  for 

detection of eye Blinking. This sensor is positioned around 

the head in X-Y co-ordinates. Any misallignment in the 

position of the head is considered as the  sensors input. 

D. Vibrator Control Circuit: 

The vibration range (100-300)Hz varies based on the force 

applied on the vehicle. In case accident occurs the circuit 

detects it and the engine itself stops  then information will 

be  transferred  to the respective person. This sensor circuit 

is placed to the left of the patient. 

E. Global System of Mobile Communication (GSM): 

The Latitudinal and Longitudinal position of the driver who 

has met with an accident will be  send to the Mobile phones 

of his/her Caretaker/relative through GSM module for 

immediate assistance. GSM  is used for  standard  Digital 

Cellular Communication. It transfers signals between 

Mobile phones and Networks for Mobile or normal 

telephony by means of Radio Frequency Electromagnetic 

Fields. 

F. Microcontroller (PIC16F877A): 

The Microcontroller used in the current work is 

PIC16F877A. It is the heart of the developed system which 

receives the data from the MEMS Sensor and GSM. The 
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sensor gives the Output corresponding to changes in 

position of an Individual wearing it. The purpose of the 

microcontroller is to process these data comparing with 

stored threshold values for normal condition. LCD is used to 

display eye blinking of the driver during driving. 

G. Alarm Unit: 

Critical situation can be alerted by triggering the alarm 

sound to the driver to wake from sleep and to prevent the 

accident to occur within seconds. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This system was tested with a robotic platform  model of  a 

vehicle and the results obtained were accurate and reliable.  

This system efficiently detects and transfers the information 

when any abnormal situation occurs. This system is more 

efficient than the earlier systems as the detection here is 

made based on both eye blink and brain waves. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This project has proved to be more precise and applicable. 

Apart from alerting the driver, transferring the information 

through GSM highlights this system. In future this system 

can be enriched by measuring the body parameters. 
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